
81 gillygate

81a Gillygate
FLOORS: 3

SUBMITTED BY
lokerdesigns@gmail.com

▼ Ground Floor

Kitchen
11.35 m² (2730 × 4160)

Hall
1.70 m²

924 × 1844

Toilet
1.43 m² (1685 × 847)

Toilet
2.91 m² (1685 × 1728)

Closet
0.67 m²

922 × 731

Living Room
6.47 m² (2864 × 2443)

Hallway
5.10 m² (3452 × 1508)

Hall
6.55 m² (1630 × 4020)

These particulars are believed to be accurate but they are not guaranteed to be so. They are intended only as a genuine guide
and cannot be construed as any form of contract, warranty or offer. The details are issued on the strict understanding that
any negotiations in respect of the property named herein are conducted through the landlord.
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81 gillygate

81a Gillygate
FLOORS: 3

SUBMITTED BY
lokerdesigns@gmail.com

▼ 1st Floor

Hall
5.51 m²

975 × 5650
Bedroom
11.048 m2

(2.414 x 4.576)

Bedroom
13.29 m² (3093 × 5885)

Bedroom
10.42 m² (3398 × 4791)

These particulars are believed to be accurate but they are not guaranteed to be so. They are intended only as a genuine guide
and cannot be construed as any form of contract, warranty or offer. The details are issued on the strict understanding that
any negotiations in respect of the property named herein are conducted through the landlord.
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81 gillygate

81a Gillygate
FLOORS: 3

SUBMITTED BY
lokerdesigns@gmail.com

▼ 2nd Floor

Hall
5.76 m² (1708 × 5296)

Bedroom
12.73 m² (2523 × 5295)

Bedroom
13.38 m² (3519 × 5063)

Toilet
0.67 m²

718 × 939

These particulars are believed to be accurate but they are not guaranteed to be so. They are intended only as a genuine guide
and cannot be construed as any form of contract, warranty or offer. The details are issued on the strict understanding that
any negotiations in respect of the property named herein are conducted through the landlord.
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